
CUSTOM LOGO IMPRINTING

Color Guidelines
Choose one to four colors from our stock offering located on page two. If your desired  
color/colors are not a stock color, please include the PMS (Pantone Matching System) 
color values with your logo for accuracy purposes. If PMS values are not provided 
the closest color will be chosen. Keep in mind, this leaves room for minor  
variances in color.

Artwork Guidelines
A vector based format is preferred. This includes .ai and .eps, or .pdf that 
includes editing capabilities. If a vector file can not be provided, a high 
resolution pixel based format (.eps, .tif, .psd, .jpeg, .png) is acceptable. 
Additional fees may apply to process logos.

Special colors add an additional cost. Please allow a minimum of 15 business 
days lead time per order after proof has been approved.

Depending on the orientation of your logo it may not be able to fill the entire imprint area due  
to the curvature of the hard hat's surface. Our imprinting professional will configure your provided 
artwork on the hard hat to ensure optimal sizing and a proof will be provided for you.

FRONT IMPRINT AREA: 2.5" W. x 1.75" H.
SIDES IMPRINT AREA: 2" W. x 1" H.

FULL BRIM HARD HAT
FRONT IMPRINT AREA: 2.5" W. x 1.5" H.
BACK IMPRINT AREA: 2.4" W. x 1" H.
SIDES IMPRINT AREA: 2" W. x 0.65" H.

CAP STYLE HARD HAT
FRONT IMPRINT AREA: 1.35" W. x 1.5" H.

BUMP CAP - FRONT ONLY

PLEASE NOTE: Hard hats/bump caps are available in a variety of colors, to ensure your logo will be 
readable after print, it is best to choose a hard hat of a contrasting color or have your logo printed in 
a solid contrasting color such as black or white. When printing on a colored hard hat, the color of the 
 hard hat may slightly alter the ink color. Although we check for errors, it is your responsibility to notify 
us of any changes prior to production. Check for spelling and spacing, as we are unable to accept 
any liability for errors and omissions once the proof has been approved. If any amendments or 
alterations are required, please indicate CLEARLY before approving the proof that will be provided.  
Custom printed products are non-returnable.

FRONT IMPRINT AREA: 2.5" W. x 1.25" H.
BACK IMPRINT AREA: 2.4" W. x 1" H.
SIDES IMPRINT AREA: 2" W. x 0.65" H.

CLIMBING STYLE HARD HAT

Imprinting Areas  
Full brim style hard hats: 2.5" W x 1.75" H (Front) | 2" W x 1" H (Sides) 
Climbing helmet style: 2.5" W x 1.25" H (Front) | 2.4" W x 1" H (Back) | 2" W x 0.65" H (Sides)
Cap style hard hats: 2.5" W x 1.5" H (Front) | 2.4" W x 1" H (Back) | 2" W x 0.65" H (Sides)
Bump cap style: 1.35" W x 1.5" H (Front)

AVAILABLE HARD HAT/BUMP CAP COLORS:  
Not all styles are available in all colors
Due to irregularities in color, Global Glove and 
Bullhead Safety will only allow colored imprints on 
white hard hats.  Any other colored hard hat can 
receive a black or white imprint.
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